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I. School of Professional Attachment (SPA)

School of Professional Attachment (SPA) has been established at NCU to build and enrich your potential and help you plan your career better. SPA will nurture you from the time you join the University till you finally get a good placement – it acts as a bridge between you and your first job. For your holistic development, ready to face contemporary challenges of the corporate world and for your smooth transition from the campus to the corporate world, SPA will equip you with the right kind of skills and attitude so that you can become more effective, efficient and productive in your employer’s organization.

The University is proud of its students who have been serving in various capacities as technocrats, business managers, industrialists and entrepreneurs. The most frequently cited accolades regarding our students from the organizations which are regular recruiters from NCU include our students’ flexibility, ability to learn quickly, versatility, performance as team players, excellent analytical skills, and most importantly the positive attitude that they bring to their jobs. We are confident that our students will make a mark wherever they go and make their alma mater proud.

II. Role of SPA

SPA is engaged in carrying out the following tasks:

1. Enhancing student employability
2. Improved industry internship attachment
3. Career counseling and gap analysis
4. Continuous improvement in the systems and processes
5. Higher and better job placements with a wider industry reach
6. Obtaining industry feedback for improving the academic curriculum
Enhancing Student Employability

In addition to the hard (technical) skills, soft skills are required to be developed by a student to enhance employability. Soft skills are the abilities and traits pertaining to personality, attitude and behavior. It helps to raise your EQ (Emotional Intelligence Quotient). There is a strong need to acquire these skills right from the moment you enter the first year of professional studies, rather than waiting until the final year or just before the job placement selection process begins.

There is an important saying ‘Technical Skills will get you the interview, but it’s your Soft Skills that get you the job’. At NCU your soft skills are developed through a series of initiatives:

- SPA engages in a regular interaction with the students starting from their induction into the university until the time they are placed.
- Prepare the students for all the facets of placement process:
  - Conduct online mock aptitude tests
  - Arrange Pre Placement Interviews (PPIs) – a full dress rehearsal for facing the job placement interviews.
  - Practice for Group Discussions (GDs)
  - Inputs for improving presentation skills
  - Share “Information Bulletin” to keep the students well informed.
- Invited Talks – by inviting industry experts from perspective employers

An internship gives the opportunity to develop relevant skills, knowledge and experience. Industry internship provides you the opportunity to get attached to a professional organization, on a full-time basis, for a period of six to ten weeks to:

- Get exposed to a real-life work environment to acquire first-hand practical experience and sharpen your skills in tune with the requirements of the industry.
- Interact with real-life working professionals and gain valuable references to gain an edge for better job placements.
- Apply theoretical knowledge gained through academic studies to the workplace, and blend it with real-life practical situations.
- Serve as an opportunity to showcase your potential for a prospective employment opportunity with the same organization.

Internship thus acts as a stepping stone for entering into the professional world with the required skills. The job market is competitive and by showing your commitment as soon as you can, you will stand out. SPA extends all possible help in getting you placed with an appropriate company for your internship so that you get career-related work experience.

Career counseling and gap analysis

It has been seen over the years that students run only to what is visible e.g., the salary offered and don’t understand the importance of a suitable job profile. Personal one-on-one counseling sessions are held in helping to bridge the gap.

- Scanning and explaining the job profiles offered by the companies.
- Detailed interactive sessions with the students to clear their doubts.
Continuous improvement in the systems and processes

A complete review of the systems and processes is regularly carried out for the smooth, efficient and transparent working of the placement process.

- Availability of online Placement Portal—very user-friendly and popular
- Well documented and publicized "Placement Procedure"
- Pre Placement Interview (PPI) procedure and guide
- Sample aptitude test guides available on the portal
- Detailed information about visiting employer company is shared with students
- Improved communication through SMS and E-mail service
- Departmental SPA committee for a wider faculty involvement

Higher and better job placements with a wider industry reach

The focus has always been to widen the industry reach and get better salary packages for our students. Efforts are made to reach out to a very large number of companies across all verticals and invite them to the campus for carrying out their placement process. It has been achieved by:

- Targeting all companies already visiting NCU and all other leading companies
- Increased focus to invite Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs)
- Improved networking with the industry
- Getting additional leads from
  - Student Internships
  - Students’ parents
  - Alumni
- Raise the bar every year for the salary package being offered before accepting the companies to conduct campus placement drive at NCU.

Obtaining industry feedback for improving the academic curriculum

Identification of a gap between the skills of students and industry requirements is a continuous growing process. Efforts are made to obtain industry feedback at the end of each placement drive to identify the gaps and share with the respective HODs on a regular basis. Accordingly, changes are made in the academic curriculum.

SPA stands committed to hand-holding you right from the time you join the University till you join your dream company and even thereafter as alumni, for the benefit of providing the wisdom of your experience to your younger college mates in the form of career counseling and getting better job opportunities. We wish you a great learning experience here at The NorthCap University and an equally rewarding career thereafter.

Campus Placement Record

The University is a preferred destination for most of the MNCs for hiring students from various streams of Engineering, Management and Law. More than a hundred companies visit NCU regularly every year for carrying out placement drives and generally end up picking up higher numbers than what they had originally planned based on the performance of our students. The University boasts of an excellent track record of placements.
The University has strong links with a variety of employers – from startups to multinational corporations – all operating across a multitude of sectors. Efforts of SPA have resulted in quality placements of students over the years, in premier companies like Deloitte Consulting, Ernst & Young, McKinsey & Company, Fidelity International, Intel, Protiviti Consulting, Siemens, Daikin, Orange Business Services, Ericsson Global, British Telecom, Optum, Yatra.com, Libsys Corp., Newgen Software, Nagarro Software, Maruti Suzuki, CB&I, Samsung Engineering, SK Engineering, Think Future Technologies, Mentor Graphics and many others.

A positive feedback of the previously employed students, from the employers, has resulted in these companies continuing to return for campus placements with more inclusions each year. Besides securing job placements, a number of our students have gone in for higher studies in India and abroad.

Mr B K Gupta
Director,
School of Professional Attachment
SPA at NCU stands committed for hand-holding the students right from the time of their joining the university till they join their dream companies and even thereafter as an alumni for the benefit of their younger college mates in getting better job opportunities.

We wish all the students a great academic learning during their stay here at NCU and an equally rewarding career.

B K Gupta
Director
SPA, NCU
Our recruiters ...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Name of the Recruiter</th>
<th>Page No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Deloitte</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Gemini Solutions</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Libsys</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Vegazva Engineering</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Newgen Software Technologies</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Nagarro</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Stratbeans Consulting</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Protiviti Consulting</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Orkash</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Channelplay</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Globus Eight</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Denso Haryana</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>EY Global Delivery Services</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Fidelity International</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Real Time Data Services</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Think and Learn</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Social Curry</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Express Roadways</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Lutron</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>British Telecom</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>TechJockey</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Adobe Systems India</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Andritz Hydro</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>AVL India</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Cadence Design System</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Coral Research Services</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>COWI</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Chapter Apps Inc</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Coxwell Domes Engineers</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>edWisor.com</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Exicom Tele-Systems</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>G-Eng Advisory Services</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>GROZ ENGINEERING TOOLS</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Hi-Tech Gears</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Horiba</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>HSBC</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>ICAT</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.No.</td>
<td>Name of the Recruiter</td>
<td>Page No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Indian Army’s Military Engineering Services</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>IndiGo</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Knowlarity Communications India</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>M3M</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Mando Softtech India</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Meyer Corporation</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>OPTUM - A UnitedHealth Group Company</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Pink City Expressway</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>RGF Select India</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Rivigo Services</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Sagacious Research</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>SAPIENT</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Seafaradays</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Square Root</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Steeple Research</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Think Future Technologies</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>TNT Motorcycles</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Universal Technical Systems</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Vivo Mobile India</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Yatra.com</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Xceedance</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Zensar Technologies</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Aesop Web Technologies</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>OnlineTyari</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Appster</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Windchimes Constructions</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Orangewood Labs</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Asahi India Glass</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Online24x7 India</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Book My Tour Now</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>The Aanya</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Wipro</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Plasser India</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“Deloitte” is the brand under which tens of thousands of dedicated professionals in independent firms throughout the world collaborate to provide audit, consulting, financial advisory, risk management, and tax services to selected clients. These firms are members of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (DTTL), a UK private company limited by guarantee. Each member firm provides services in a particular geographic area and is subject to the laws and professional regulations of the particular country or countries in which it operates. DTTL and each DTTL member firm is a separate and distinct legal entity. Each DTTL member firm is structured differently in accordance with national laws, regulations, customary practice, and other factors and may secure the provision of professional services in their territories through subsidiaries, affiliates, and/or other entities. In the United States, Deloitte LLP is the member firm of DTTL.

Branches eligible to participate:
- BTech – CSE, IT, ECE & EEE
- MTech – CSE, ECE & VLSI

Date: 11 August 2017
No. of students selected: 30
Package offered: Rs. 6.2 lac p.a.
Gemini Solutions is a brain child of professionals who have extensive experience in the field of finance, IT and academia. The company was incorporated with the purpose of providing offshore consulting and hassle free application development services to companies who wish to outsource intermediate processes and concentrate on their core strength at which they are good at.

**Vision**
By 2015, Gemini Solutions aims to be a leader in consulting and application development services focusing on the financial markets by providing reliable, affordable and quality services to its patrons.

**Mission:** To serve their customers, employees, shareholders and the larger society by providing a broad range of services and products

**Values**
- Focus on the Relationship: Understanding the personality and expectations of client, client organization and all other stakeholders
- Clearly Defined Role: Defined roles and responsibilities for both clients, other stakeholders and consulting team
- Visualize Success: Helping the client see the end at the beginning
- They Advise, You Decide: Client is the best person to decide
- Be Oriented Towards Results: Ensuring that the solution addresses end user concerns, user training, implementation and maintenance constraints

Branches eligible to participate
B Tech & MTech – CSE, IT, ECE & EEE

Date: 24 August 2017
No. of students selected : 5
Package offered : Rs.6 lac p.a.
LIBSYS Ltd. is the leading provider in Library management systems across India and offers solutions such as Library automation system, RFID, Digital Resource Management System etc. They plan, deploy, sustain and enhance Library with continuous innovations in library automation. Their library software brings you a high level of certainty. The solutions offered by them are delivered on-time, are within your budget, and come with high quality, better efficiency, and responsiveness.

Branches eligible to participate: BTech CSE & IT
Date: 28 August 2017
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs. 4.5 lac p.a.
VEGAZVA GROUP operates in Engineering & Information Technology space, as a full-service company, trusted by multiple fortune 500 companies and support the clients across North America, Europe, Middle East and Asia. The areas in which we work includes Product Engineering (CAD Design & CAE), Steel Detailing (Detailing of Structural and Miscellaneous Steel), Process/Plant Design Engineering (Engineering Design Services in the Process Industry), Manpower Solutions (Supporting clients with Onsite Staffing), IT Solutions (Customized Application Development Services) and IT Products and Services.

Branches eligible to participate
B Tech – EEE, ECE, Civil & ME

No. of students selected : 7
Package offered : Rs. 4 lac p.a.

Date: 13 November 2017
Newgen Software is a leading global provider of Business Process Management (BPM), Enterprise Content Management (ECM), Customer Communication Management (CCM), Document Management System (DMS), Workflow and Process Automation software. The company has a global footprint of 1100 installations in over 58 countries with large, mission-critical solutions that have been deployed at the world’s leading Banks, Insurance firms, BPO’s, Healthcare Organizations, Government, Telecom Companies & Shared Service Centers.

Branches eligible to participate
- BTech CSE & IT
- MTech CSE & SE

Date: 12 September 2017
No. of students selected: 4
Package offered: Rs. 4.25 lac p.a.
Nagarro provides outsourced software development services to companies ranging from early stage startups to Global 50 market leaders, helping them achieve their strategic goals. We are headquartered in San Jose US with subsidiaries in India, Sweden, New York, Mexico, Frankfurt, and Stockholm. Nagarro is known as a place to learn by the IT professionals. We have always drawn the best and the brightest talent by virtue of the bleeding edge technology used here to develop software products. Energy, enthusiasm and vibrancy of our workplace are truly infectious. Full of life and fun, Nagarro just looks like an extension of the college campus. At Nagarro the primary focus is the employee and all our policies are tailor made to fit the employee and address their needs to the maximum extent possible. Compassion, collaboration, hard work, honesty and a winning mindset are values we thrive on. With these guiding principles, we are proud to build, nurture and be part of Nagarro’s unique and stimulating work culture. Under our Employee Development Program (EDP), the HR Group organizes personalized career counseling sessions for employees with the management to help them identify their potential and tap it to fullest. The Dataquest Top 10 rankings reinforce Nagarro’s reputation as one of the most exciting place to work for. We are also ranked 4th as Top 5 exciting companies to work for by NASSCOM.

Branches eligible to participate
- B.Tech CSE, IT, ECE & EEE
- M.Tech CSE, ECE & VLSI
- M.Sc Maths
- MBA-HR
- BBA (Commerce Background) & B.Com

Date: 06 November 2017
No. of students selected: 4
Package offered: Rs. 3.5 lac p.a.
Stratbeans is an IT Products company which offers mobile and online learning products to large corporates such as Aviva, Honda, Intel, Meltlife, KFC, Atrenta and many other organisations. Stratbeans management team consists of Industry stalwarts from IIM Ahmedabad and IIT Kanpur giving you exposure to their years of experience.

Branches eligible to participate:
- BTech – CSE, IT,
- MTech - CSE & MBA

Date: 15 November 2017
No. of students selected: 7
Package offered: Rs. 4.25 lac p.a.

Protiviti is a global business consulting and internal audit firm composed of experts specializing in risk, advisory and transaction services. They help solve problems in finance and transactions, operations, technology, litigation, governance, risk, and compliance. Their highly trained, results-oriented professionals provide a unique perspective on a wide range of critical business issues for clients in the Americas, Asia-Pacific, Europe and the Middle East. Their more than 2,900 professionals provide a host of consulting and internal audit solutions to over 35 percent of both the FORTUNE® 500 and Global 1000 corporations.

Branches eligible to participate
- BTech CSE & IT

Date: 21 November 2017
No. of students selected: 4
Package offered: Rs. 4.35 lac p.a.
ORKASH is a inter-disciplinary management consulting and high-technology services company providing consulting services and technology solutions for businesses and governments in the emerging markets. Its an ISO 9001:2008 certified organization and recognized as an In-house R&D organization by Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, Ministry of Science and Technology. Established in 2007, and headquartered in Gurgaon, India, ORKASH has emerged as a knowledge leader in the area of operational risk management, intelligence and associated analytics and technologies across various businesses. Believes in delivering value by combining deep knowledge of the local environments, qualitative research and grass-root level intelligence collection ability with expertise on information discovery technologies, business analytics and enterprise management systems. ORKASH works with the senior executives of its client companies to enable them to respond to new opportunities, competitive forces and risks quickly and efficiently. ORKASH’s multi-disciplinary consulting and advisory services and technology solutions help clients to access quick and effective intelligence for decision making, and to respond to evolving trends, risks and opportunities in real time. Their client-base is diverse, consisting primarily of large and mid-size internationally active businesses and financial institutions, including many of the Fortune 1000 companies, government and non-government organizations.

Branches eligible to participate: BTech All Stream
Date: 1 September 2017
No. of students selected: 6
Package offered: Rs. 3 lac p.a.
Channelplay is one of India’s leading field marketing companies, working with most of the world’s leading mobile phone, laptop, FMCG and consumer electronics brands on their retail marketing efforts in India. We’ve grown explosively over the last 8 years of our existence, and currently have over 4000 employees across the country delivering the best in retail marketing to our clients. Channelplay had over Rs. 140 crores in revenue in FY 15-16. Channelplay promotes an entrepreneurial culture, and a Manager at Channelplay is responsible for strategic growth, operations and profitability of the service offering he/she is dealing with.

Channelplay’s audit services aim to capture all that’s happening in the field, scientifically. We pull statistically valid data from the Point-of-Purchase locations in real-time using high-end technology solutions and present it to you with actionable reporting.

Branch eligible to participate:
B.Tech CV, ME, EEE

Dates: 07 March 2017

No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs. 3.6 lac p.a.
Globus Eight was founded in 2013, by a group of like minded people from Harvard Business School, IBM and AT&T. The quest was to provide innovative solutions in the field of Systems Integration and Internet of things.

Horizon Technologies as call them. Cumulatively, the core team members bring about more than 125 years of experience from diverse fields such as Hospitality, Healthcare, IT and telecommunication. Each of our core team members have succeeded in highly competitive corporate world, before global ecosystem.

As in an optimal world, we leverage the technology skills from India, we fuel our growth from China, money matters are managed in USA and our market remains – India, Africa and USA. They leverage the Global ecosystem to deliver best of the breed products to their customers.

Branches eligible to participate:
B Tech. – CSE, IT, EEE & ECE

Date: 16 October 2017
No. of students selected: 10
Package offered: Rs.3.08 lac p.a.
DENSO started its operations in India from 1984 onwards and since then has been continuously supplying superior quality products to its customers. With current workforce of over 3000 associates in India DENSO caters to almost all the major Automakers in India.

Branches eligible to participate:
B.Tech Mechanical & EEE
Date: 27 February 2018

No. of students selected: 3
Package offered: Rs. 4.2 lac p.a.

At EY, they are committed to building a better working world — with increased trust and confidence in business, sustainable growth, development of talent in all its forms, and greater collaboration. They want to build a better working world through their own actions and by engaging with like-minded organizations and individuals. This is our purpose — and why they exist as an organization. Running through their organization is a strong sense of obligation to serve a number of different stakeholders who count on them to deliver quality and excellence in everything they do. They want to use their global reach and scale to convene the conversation about the challenges facing economies and the capital markets. When business works better, the world works better. Learn more about their commitment to building a better working world.

Branches eligible to participate:
B.Tech. – CSE, IT, ECE & EEE
No. of students selected: 10
Package offered: Rs. 3.8 lac p.a.

Dates:
18 September 2017 – Online Test
20 September 2017 – Interview
Fidelity Worldwide Investment was established in 1969 as the international investment arm of Fidelity Management and Research Company, founded by Edward C Johnson II in 1946 in Boston. In 1980, we became independent of the US organisation, and are today mainly owned by management and Johnson family interests. Fidelity Worldwide Investment is an asset manager serving retail, wholesale and institutional investors in 25 countries globally outside North America. With USD $276 billion assets under management (AuM), they are one of the world’s largest providers of active investment strategies and retirement solutions. Their 6,900 employees serve millions of retail clients and intermediaries such as banks, financial advisers, and insurance companies. Their more than 450 institutional clients include pension funds, life insurers, endowment funds, family offices, and sovereign wealth funds. Around 850 companies trust us with investing or administering their employees’ pension assets. Investment is their only business: They have no competing financial services activities, and are focused entirely on enabling their clients to achieve financial goals through outstanding investment solutions and service. Open-ended mutual funds, which provide investors with liquid access to all major asset classes, are the main products of Fidelity Worldwide Investment.

Branches eligible to participate: B Tech. – CSE, IT, EEE & ECE

Date: 21 August 2017
No. of students selected: 18
Package offered: Rs. 4.5 lac p.a.
Real Time Data Services Private Limited is an information technology, consulting and outsourcing company serving clients in multiple locations across the globe. We have established a service delivery footprint across more than 40 countries worldwide. We partner with clients to simplify, to strengthen and to transform their businesses using cloud technology.

Headquartered in Gurugram, RTDS empowers businesses to move to the cloud and delivers solutions to them. We command a substantial reputation, especially in cloud hosting of accounting software, business applications, and contact centre solutions. RTDS has its data centres located in Chicago, Dallas, Seattle, and Phoenix to serve businesses over the globe.

RTDS is well positioned to be a partner and co-innovator to businesses in their transformation journey, in identifying new growth opportunities and in facilitating their foray into new markets. RTDS relies on industry experts such as Microsoft, Intuit, VMware, Bill & Pay, Method CRM, Salesforce and more for its technology support.

We command a substantial reputation in managed and dedicated hosting services through our data centers, located in Chicago, Dallas, Seattle, and Phoenix. Our SSD servers host 14,000+ B2B users all over the globe, helping us maintain a leading position in the industry. For our customer-centric services, we have been awarded the "User Favorite Award" at Accountex USA 2016.

Branches eligible to participate: B.Tech CSE, IT, ECE & EEE, MBA- Finance, BBA or B.Com Hons

Dates: 18 November 2017
No. of students selected: 14
Package offered: Rs. 3.5 lac p.a.
Think & Learn Pvt Ltd is a pioneer in the global edtech segment and the parent company of Byju’s the Learning app, the largest K12 learning app in the world with over 10 million students learning with us. A winner of the Deloitte Fastest 50 India Award for six years in a row and a winner of the Fastest 300 Asia Award for the last three years, the company has doubled its growth year on year. Byju’s the Learning App provides lessons in math and science for students from grade 4 to 12 through formats such as videos, tests, quizzes, personalised learning paths and even games. There are programs also for competitive examinations like the JEE, NEET, CAT, GRE, GMAT and UPSC. Byju’s Learning App is a giant in the global edtech space with an array of investors valuing the company at thousands of crores. It was also the first Asian company to get the backing of Facebook’s founder Mark Zuckerberg. Our employees can look forward to multiple benefit schemes starting from incentives, impact bonuses, travel incentives, health benefits and much more & if you are passionate about making India and the world Think & Learn through various platforms, modes and pedagogies then look no further!
Social Curry was started with the goal of making all of the daily lives of Indians more fulfilling. We aim to help neighbours support one another in their day to day activities. Whether it be finding the ideal after school classes for their kids, growing your friend network, collaborating on issues that impact the community or organizing get-togethers that bring them closer.

We are driven to put in place a great platform to capture and share tribal knowledge that exists in each Indian neighbourhood, so all of us feel more at home in the places we live.

Branches eligible to participate:
B.Tech CSE&IT

Date: 31 January 2018
No. of students selected : 3
Package offered: Rs 3 lac p.a.
Express Roadways — India’s one of the fastest growing Logistics Companies is renowned for its domain expertise and experienced employees in the Transportation sector. Express Roadways was incorporated in the year 1993. Express Roadways understand logistics and distribution requirements the best and offers the most suitable logistics model and solution. They are backed by a dedicated team of office staff, trained & experienced driver’s team, office’s across the country and self-owned fleet of vehicles. The operation has been built around understanding the client’s requirements. They offer great quality services at competitive prices. Their fleet details are outlined on the site; however, they are expanding and may be able to offer any type of transport or logistical solution for you. At Express Roadways they’re committed to providing you with the most reliable transportation and logistics services to enhance the productivity, delivery management and business needs. With over 37 branches across India, they are strengthened to provide the best of transportation and logistics services anywhere in India. The companies' recipe for success includes increasing service innovations, performance benefits while reducing costs, transit times, handling, shrinkage and claims. The company is very rapidly establishing total 3 PL services including warehousing, primary and secondary transportation for its clients with an intent to establish with high level of service levels at a very optimal and economical cost.

Branches eligible to participate:
B.Tech All stream

Date: 19 January 2018
No. of students selected: 8
Package offered: Rs 3.6 lac p.a.
Lutron is a technology-centered and people-driven company. As a private corporation guided by our founder’s simple but profound Five Principles, Lutron has a long history of significant growth and smart innovations. The Lutron story began in the late 1950s in Joel Spira’s makeshift lab in New York City. A young physicist fascinated by the aesthetic manipulation of light, Spira commandeered the spare bedroom in the apartment he shared with his wife, Ruth, and set out to invent a solid-state device that would enable people to vary the intensity of the lights in their homes. The very idea was radical. At that time, lighting control was a complicated and expensive affair, requiring bulky rheostats that used a lot of energy and generated a great deal of heat. Consequently, lighting controls were used primarily to dim stage lights in theaters. Most people would never think of having dimmers in their homes because they were just too difficult to install. That all changed in 1959, when Spira emerged from his lab with a solid-state dimmer that could replace the light switch in a standard residential wallbox.

Spira’s key technical innovation had been to replace the rheostat with a thyristor. A thyristor is a type of transistor, which had been invented a few years earlier. The substitution was effective because rheostats and thyristors worked in completely different ways. Rheostats dimmed lights by absorbing electrical energy into the rheostat, meaning that electricity was converted to heat in the rheostat rather than to light in the lamp. By comparison, thyristors dimmed the light by interrupting the power flowing to the lamp. The use of a thyristor shrank the size of a dimmer until it could fit into a standard wallbox. Spira’s dimmer also generated much less heat than a rheostat and used much less energy.

By 1961, when Joel and Ruth Spira incorporated Lutron Electronics, they knew that lighting control could contribute to society in multiple ways. Dimmers were both elegant and useful, and they allowed people to control their lights as never before. Dimmers were practical too. They saved energy, and the more you used them, the more energy they saved. With energy costs already going up, the Spiras believed that the energy-saving aspects of the new invention would ensure the long-term appeal of lighting controls.

Branches eligible to participate: B.Tech all stream
Date: 4 October 2018
No. of students selected: 2
Package offered: Rs 3.98 lac p.a.
British Telecom is one of the world’s leading communications services companies, serving the needs of customers in the UK and across the world, where they provide fixed-line services, broadband, mobile and TV products and services as well as networked IT services. In the UK they are a leading communications services provider, selling products and services to consumers, small and medium sized enterprises and the public sector. They also sell wholesale products and services to communications providers in the UK and around the world. Globally, they supply managed networked IT services to multinational corporations, domestic businesses and national and local government organisations. They use the power of communications to make a better world. They specialise in phone, broadband, mobile and TV services as well as global IT networks. They’re the backbone that supports government, defence, health and police services. And they serve multinationals and other large organisations around the world – from NATO to Unilever.

Branches eligible to participate:
- B. Tech CSE, IT, ECE & EEE
- BBA & B.Com

Date: 12 January 2018
No. of students selected: 8
Package offered: Rs 3 lac p.a.
www.techjockey.com is a platform that provides industry specific, best of class IT solutions and consulting services to SMEs. We understand case to case IT requirements of an SME and offer solutions that fit like a glove. Some of our partners are; Microsoft, Oracle, IBM, Symantec, Adobe, Trend Micro, VMWare, Amazon Web Services, Corel, Blue Coat, and many more. Operations and technology are indispensable to each other. They make the foundation that TechJockey today stands upon. It was started by young professionals and advanced team having years of expertise in cross-platform skills and quality-integrated methodologies. We provide varied online IT solutions on a common platform to help you find the right fit for you. A highly experienced workforce, a resilient presence in the Indian market, and a stout clientele helps us provide you with the most suitable business software technology.

We are a sister concern of SISL Infotech www.sislinfotech.com, that offers forward integration from a platform that addresses current software market needs. SISL is a young IT Services organization with focus on Managed Services & Systems Integration. Professionally managed, we offer end to end solutions which are designed to resolve business challenges and adapt to the dynamic needs of Industry.

Branches eligible to participate: B.Tech (all stream) & MBA
Date: 23 February 2018
No. of students selected: 5
Package offered: Rs 3 lac p.a.
Adobe is changing the world through digital experiences. Our creative, marketing, and document solutions empower everyone — from emerging artists to global brands — to bring digital creations to life and deliver them to the right person at the right moment for the best results. Adobe is one of the largest and most diversified software companies in the world with 16,000 Employees in 37 countries, 34 Years of revolutionizing industries, $5.9 B FY16 Revenue, 73% Of employees work in LEED certified workspaces, ~3,700 Patents®, 1%+ Pre-tax profits given to the community. Only Adobe gives people everything they need to design and deliver exceptional digital experiences. Adobe offers Adobe Creative Cloud, Adobe Document Cloud, Adobe Marketing Cloud.

Branches eligible to participate:
B.Tech CSE & ECE

Date: 20 March 2018
No. of students selected : 1
Package offered: Rs 6 lac p.a.
ANDRITZ is a globally leading supplier of plants, equipment, and services for hydropower stations, the pulp and paper industry, the metalworking and steel industries, and for solid/liquid separation in the municipal and industrial sectors as well as for animal feed and biomass pelleting. The publicly listed technology Group is headquartered in Graz, Austria, and has a staff of approximately 25,600 employees. ANDRITZ operates more than 250 sites in over 40 countries. Other important business segments include automation and service business. In addition, the international Group is also active in the power generating sector (steam boiler plants, biomass boilers, recovery boilers, and gasification plants) and in environmental technology (flue gas cleaning plants) and offers equipment for the production of nonwovens, dissolving pulp, and panelboard as well as recycling plants.

Branches eligible to participate: B.Tech ME

Date: 25 April 2018
No. of students selected: 3
Package offered: Rs 3.5 lac p.a.
AVL is the world’s largest independent company for development, simulation and testing technology of powertrains (hybrid, combustion engines, transmission, electric drive, batteries and software) for passenger cars, trucks and large engines. AVL is acting in the following scopes of business: Development of Powertrain Systems: AVL develops and improves all kinds of powertrain systems and is a competent partner to the engine and automotive industry. Simulation: In addition AVL develops and markets the simulation methods which are necessary for the development work. Engine Instrumentation and Test Systems: The products of this business area comprise all the instruments and systems required for engine and vehicle testing.

Branches eligible to participate:
B.Tech CSE, ECE, EEE, ME
M.Tech ME, ECE & VLSI

Date: 13 October 2017
No. of students selected: 8
Package offered: Rs. 3.5 lac p.a.
Cadence Design System

Cadence is the only company that provides the expertise and tools, IP, and hardware required for the entire electronics design chain, from chip design to chip packaging to boards and to systems. They enable electronic systems and semiconductor companies to create innovative products that transform the way people live, work, and play. Their products are used in mobile, consumer, cloud datacenter, automotive, aerospace, IoT, industrial and other market segments. Their System Design Enablement strategy guides everything they do, from their product line-up to the expertise and services they offer their customers and the partnerships they develop with other industry leaders. They believe that giving their customers a systems-level perspective throughout the design cycle pays off in faster and better design, shorter verification cycles, software that works with the hardware, and new product leadership.

Branches eligible to participate:
- B.Tech ECE
- M.Tech ECE & VLSI

Date: 15 November 2017
No. of students selected: 2
Package offered: Rs. 3 lac p.a.
Coral Research Services provides a wide range of Qualitative Market Research solutions, and comprehensive and timely insights that enable our clients to understand consumer preferences. Broadly, we divide our research offerings into four types. Our credo is simple. We promise to work with the highest levels of professional and personal integrity and strive towards excellence in undertaking end-to-end qualitative research. At the end of the day, we want all stakeholders to enjoy working with us.

Vision: Establish Coral Research Services as a qualitative research agency with a ‘difference’ - in the way we approach and handle studies to provide clients with actionable solutions

Mission: To provide insightful strategic advice to our clients by providing timely, accurate, best-in-class, and innovative consumer insights drawing from varied disciplines such as social anthropology, psychology, management and economics.

Branches eligible to participate:
- BTech & MBA (all branches)

Date: 23 April 2018
- No. of students selected: 1
- Package offered: Rs 3.5 lac p.a.
Since 1939, COWI has pushed the boundaries of tunnelling, bridges, marine structures and buildings through our involvement in some of the World’s largest, most iconic and complex projects. This includes the design of more than 3,000 bridges worldwide - including record-breaking suspension and cable-stayed bridges. Consequently, COWI holds a widely respected position in the international market for multidisciplinary infrastructure projects. As the World’s number 3 bridge design firm according to the Engineering News-Record Global Sourcebook, COWI are responsible for the most challenging bridge projects world-wide.

Branches eligible to participate: B.Tech – Civil
Date: 16 June 2018
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs. 3.3 lac p.a.

Chapter Apps Inc is an emerging startup focused on the Mobile Learning space. It is a US company incorporated in Silicon Valley along with an accelerator, called Studio9Plus. Other investors include seasoned professionals based all over the world. Guiding Star Digital Publishers LLP owns a majority of equity in Chapter Apps Inc and is the India based development partner of Chapter Apps Inc.

The organization provides a wide range of elearning solutions in the SAAS, PAAS model for B2B and B2C customers. Our platform has been built with a user centric focus on learning, and supports multiple content formats including micro-content bytes, flash cards, quizzes, videos, podcasts, newsfeeds, as well as html formats that are easily searchable. The key goal is to have a user find the information they are looking for easily, understand it quickly and then be able to perform better at their role. Our key focus is on increasing product knowledge and imparting training on soft skills, through micro-learning with short 10-15 minute courses that can be reinforced repeatedly.

It also helps the corporates by providing customized elearning solutions and data analytics. This is of great benefit to companies for training (including remote training), monitoring various activities and operations, uploading and distributing their own in-house material and a host of other meaningful features all of which work on a mobile app, and in-house networks at a very low cost.

Branches eligible to participate: B.Tech CSE
Date: 23 May 2018
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs 3 lac p.a.
Coxwell Domes Engineers

Coxwell Domes Engineers Private Limited is a pioneer in the arena of skylights, roof glazings, domes and has revolutionised Indian architectural landscape by providing world class materials. Keeping in line it's mission to provide best solutions and value for money to its customers. Our products meet the highest global standards and are manufactured at our state of the art facility.

Branches eligible to participate:
B.Tech Civil

Date: 2 February 2018
No. of students selected : 1
Package offered : Rs. 3 lac p.a.

edWisor was started by Ramandeep Arora and Aditya Kumar in July’2015 with an aim to solve the problem of unemployment and mismatch in professional skills given at 35000+ colleges to 30+ Million students in India & those required by industry. Their Team is now ensuring that everyone coming at edWisor can get their Dream Job by acquiring the right professional and technical skills from the best experts in the industry. i.e. Get Skilled! Get Hired!

Branches eligible to participate:
B.Tech & MBA (All streams)

Date: 16 January 2018
No. of students selected : 10
Package offered : Rs. 4 lac p.a.
EXICOM Tele-Systems is a company with over 20 years of experience in designing, engineering, and manufacturing of the complete range of power solutions for ever-changing telecom requirement, Industrial, IT and other markets. We design & supply Li-ion battery solutions and Charging Infrastructure for stationary backup applications and e-mobility. We are one of the key players in power electronics and are engaged in developing, manufacturing and supplying highly efficient critical power solutions for telecom, Industrial, and other vertical markets. We are also a leading player in Li-ion battery space with the deployment of over 450Mwh. Our ambition is to be unparalleled in meeting our customer’s needs for high-efficiency power conversion solutions & reliable backup solutions that protect revenue-generating services, reduce energy consumption and the impact on the environment. We have sales offices in India, Singapore, Malaysia, and Africa region. Research & Development Our company is supported by state of the art in-house R&D, manufacturing facilities and service organization. We have a well-resourced team of engineers enthusiastic in designing optimum DC Energy Systems; develop Rectifiers, Control/Monitoring Devices, Software and other Building Blocks that go into the assembly of Power Systems. The development efforts focus both on leading technologies & incremental improvements of existing designs aiming at increasing performance while reducing costs.

Branches eligible to participate:
B.Tech ME, ECE & EEE

Date: 9 February 2018
No. of students selected: 3
Package offered: Rs. 5 lac p.a.
G-Eng was established in April 2012 by the Professionals of Civil Engineering. G-Eng has a track record of successfully completing complex projects. The Company is well equipped with latest, sophisticated, State–Of–Art technology, Instruments and Software of survey and designs. M/s G-Eng Advisory Services Pvt. Ltd., an ISO 9001:2015 Certified Company and having NABL accredited Laboratory discipline in Material testing, is a fast growing Civil Engineering Consultancy Company for Highway and Structural Design, Quantity Estimation, Survey, Design Consultation, PMC and Construction Supervision. G-Eng has a dedicated team of Professional Staff with Immense knowledge of Indian Standards in Field of Planning, Testing and Supervision. G-Eng Caters to growing Infrastructure Consultancy needs & also has In-house Laboratory for Construction Material Testing. We believe a company is only as good as its employees therefore we place great emphasis on employee development and training at all levels which creates a competent culture within our company. As part of our ongoing commitment to safety, health and the environment all our operatives are Safe Pass trained, undergo regular training.

Branches eligible to participate:
B.Tech – Civil

Date: 21 November 2017
No. of students selected: 2
Package offered: Rs. 3 lac p.a.
WE ARE GROZ & We are addicted to excellence. We work with men & metal to engineer tools. We are young and we carry in us passion, desire & commitment to excel. As a technology leader we specialize in design, manufacture & marketing of a vast range of tools & equipment. Driven by a strong value system, state of the art manufacturing facilities & an enthusiastic team of men & women, we are focused to position Groz as a premier Global enterprise.

HOW THEY DO IT : Total Control - Over 2000 dedicated men & women walk the aisles of our production facilities to convert several tonnes of metal into premium grade engineering solutions. With more than two hundred engineers & technicians, we are amongst the largest & most modern plants in Asia.

Think Design - The heart of our operation is the design center, where our researchers use high-end software and equipment to develop custom solutions for the needs of our clients. Fresh thought from bright, sparkling minds is channelized by experienced stalwarts into genuine, innovative solutions. At Groz, we design at least a score of new products every year.

Stamp of Pride - At Groz, we set standards of excellence and then go on to exceed them. Stringent system and processes are constantly monitored to ensure the highest level of conformance and consistency at all stages of production - right from the selection of raw materials to the dispatch of finished goods. With our impeccable track record, we have gained the trust of some of the most respected names in the industry. With pride, we say, we make tools to trust!

Make them Happy - In the world of cold steel and sharp metals, we have managed to preserve our heart. We are sensitive to human emotions and relationships. When customers begin a relationship with us, chances are they will still be talking to the same person for all their needs even after several years. We do not just serve our customers - we empathize with them and put our heart and soul into making them happy. We're passionate about retaining, developing and recruiting the best talent available. We are team with involvement of all. We have high integrity & respect for others. We are accountable for results.

Branches eligible to participate:
B.Tech – Mechanical

Date: 23 April 2018
No. of students selected : 3
Package offered : Rs. 3.75 lac p.a.
Established in 1986, The Hi-Tech Gears Ltd., is a leading manufacturer of Transmission Gears, Timing Gears and Shaft etc. With five manufacturing units in Bhiwadi and Manesar we cater to various OEM customers like Hero Moto Corp Ltd., Daimler, New Holland, Magna and Cummins to name a few. The Hi-Tech Gears Ltd is an auto component manufacturer (a Tier 1 supplier) of world class repute. We have been servicing diverse clients across the globe for engine and transmission components produced to the most exacting standards. We are growing at an enormous pace as the world market place is getting more and more connected. We remain a customer centric organization. We are obsessed with world class benchmarking and are continuously challenging ourselves in trying to align to global customers.

Branches eligible to participate: BTech – ME & EEE

Date: 25 May 2018
No. of students selected: 6
Package offered: Rs. 3 lac p.a.
Horiba, Ltd. is a Japanese manufacturer of precision instruments for measurement and analysis. They make instruments that measure and analyze automobile exhaust gas (80% share of the world market), and environmental, medical and scientific applications. Horiba is one of the top 25 analytical and life sciences instrumentation companies in the world. The group has been involved in measurement technology for more than 50 years. It is diversified in 5 different sectors: automotive tests systems (36% activity), environmental (11%), medical (17%), semiconductor (19%) and scientific fields (17%). Today, the group, chaired by Atsushi Horiba, gathers 5,965 employees worldwide and generated 1.294 million of dollars in 2014.

The HORIBA Group of worldwide companies provides an extensive array of instruments and systems for applications ranging from automotive R&D, process and environmental monitoring, in-vitro medical diagnostics, semiconductor manufacturing and metrology, to a broad range of scientific R&D and QC measurements. Proven quality and trustworthy performance have established widespread confidence in the HORIBA Brand.

The motto of HORIBA Ltd. is "Joy and Fun".

Branches eligible to participate: BTech – ECE & EEE
Date: 7 February 2018
No. of students selected: 2
Package offered: Rs. 3.5 lac p.a.
HSBC is one of the world's largest banking and financial services organisations. We serve around 38 million customers through four global businesses: Retail Banking and Wealth Management, Commercial Banking, Global Banking and Markets, and Global Private Banking. Our network covers 67 countries and territories in Europe, Asia, the Middle East and Africa, North America and Latin America. With around 3,900 offices worldwide, we aim to be where the growth is, connecting customers to opportunities, enabling businesses to thrive and economies to prosper, and ultimately helping people to fulfil their hopes and realise their ambitions. Listed on the London, Hong Kong, New York, Paris and Bermuda stock exchanges, shares in HSBC Holdings plc are held by 200,000 shareholders in 131 countries and territories.
The international Centre for Automotive Technology (ICAT), Manesar in the Northern region is a division of NATIS (NATRIP Implementation Society), an independent registered society and an Apex body for implementation of National Automotive Testing and R&D Infrastructure Project (NATRIP), Govt. of India. National Automotive Testing and R&D Infrastructure Project (NATRIP), Govt. of India.

Vision: "ICAT nurtures the vision to evolve into a state-of-the-art automotive R & D centre, and intends to provide high end automotive design, test & validation services."

Mission: ICAT has multi-centric mission zeal, it aims at integrating advanced automotive technology to:
• Support Industry in Component Development for New Class of Vehicles
• Develop Technical Expertise backed by Astute Professionalism and Commitment
• Offer Impeccable Range of Automotive Services
• Strive for Consumer Satisfaction
• Set International Standards in arena of automotive design, test & validation.

Branches eligible to participate: BTech – CSE, ECE, EEE & ME

Date: 8 & 10 Oct 2018
No. of students selected: 5
Package offered: Rs. 3 lac p.a.
Military Engineer Services is one of the oldest and largest government defence infrastructure development agency in India. It is mainly employed in the engineering and construction for the Indian Armed Forces including the Indian Army, Indian Air Force, Indian Navy, Indian Ordnance Factories, DRDO and the Indian Coast Guard. Besides conventional building construction for the Armed Forces, Military Engineer Services is also involved in the execution of sophisticated and complex projects like airfields, buildings, workshops, roads, sports complex, runways, hangars, dockyards, wharves and other marine structures.

Military Engineer Services has also been entrusted with the construction of the National War Memorial (India) and National War Museum. MES is an Inter Service Organization directly under the Ministry of Defence (MoD). The IDSE (Indian Defence Service Engineers), IDCMS (Indian Defence Contract Management Service) or Surveyor cadre, Architect cadre and Barrack/Stores cadre. Group 'A' organised service officers, selected through UPSC-Engineering Services Examination are responsible for the efficient working of this organisation. MES as a Group 'A' organised service has three constituent cadres.

Branches eligible to participate:
BTech – CSE, ECE, EEE, ME & CIVIL

Date: 5 February 2018
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs. 18 lac p.a.
IndiGo (Registered as Interglobe Aviation Ltd.) is a low-cost airline headquartered at Gurgaon, Haryana, India. It is the largest airline in India by passengers carried and fleet size, with a 39.6% market share as of October 2017. It is also the largest individual Asian low-cost carrier in terms of jet fleet size and passengers carried, and the Seventh largest carrier in Asia with over 41 million passengers carried in 2016. The airline operates to 48 destinations both domestic and international. It has its primary hub at Indira Gandhi International Airport, Delhi. The airline was founded as a private company, by Rahul Bhatia of InterGlobe Enterprises; and Rakesh Gangwal, a United States-based expatriate Indian, in 2006. It took delivery of its first aircraft in July 2006 and commenced operations a month later. The airline became the largest Indian carrier in passenger market share in 2012. The company went public in November 2015.

Operating bases:
- Chennai International Airport
- Chhatrapati Shivaji International Airport (Mumbai)
- Indira Gandhi International Airport (Delhi)
- Kempegowda International Airport (Bengaluru)
- Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose International Airport (Kolkata)
- Rajiv Gandhi International Airport (Hyderabad)

Branches eligible to participate: BTech – Mechanical

Date: 9 March 2018
No. of students selected: 3
Package offered: Rs. 4.1 lac p.a.
Knowlarity Communications India Pvt. Ltd. is a pioneer of cloud telephony in India and creates state of the art products for SMEs and enterprises. The company makes business telephony reliable and intelligent by providing a suite of hosted products that help businesses to improve their productivity. The company was incorporated in Aug 2009 and in short span of two years, has grown from a garage startup to a 200+ people company with revenue ranging in several million dollars. As of date the company serves more than 40,000+ customers in India. It is backed by Sequoia Capital, one of the most prestigious venture capital firm in the world. Sequoia has invested Rs 34 Cr in Knowlarity. It has previously made investments in companies like Google, Apple, Yahoo, YouTube, LinkedIn, and Justdial.

Branches eligible to participate:
BTech – CSE, ECE, EEE & ME streams
Date: 24 May 2018
No. of students selected: 4
Package offered: Rs. 6 lac p.a.
M3M Group stands for ‘Magnificence in the Trinity of Men, Materials & Money’. The motto of the company is "quality, timely delivery and excellence". Distinguishing features of M3M within the industry are its innovative, unique and unparalleled concepts, multi-dimensional realty solutions and unmatched high service standards. Showing its commitment towards developing state-of-the-art real estate masterpieces, M3M has always strived to garner the best talent in the industry.

The company has gained valuable experience in the real estate sector with diverse and complementary talents from a rich network of top notch intermediaries, financial institutions, high-net-worth individuals and some of the most reputed developers in India.

Branches eligible to participate:
B Tech – Civil

Date: 5 April 2018
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs. 3 lac p.a.
Mando Softtech India Private Limited was incorporated on 22.07.2005. The promoter of the company is Mando Corporation, South Korea, who holds 100% of the share capital of the country. The company started providing services from January 2006 onwards. Mando Corporation, South Korea, was established in 1962. It is the leading manufacturer of automotive component systems in Korea with annual turnover of USD 5.3 billion in 2013 and 10,500 employees. Major shareholder of Mando is Halla corporation. The products are brake systems, steering systems, suspension systems and advanced driver assistance systems. The company is supplying those products to major car makers in Korea such as Hyundai Motor, Kia Motors as well as overseas customers including General Motors, Ford Motors, DaimlerChrysler and BMW. Mando also succeeded in developing and producing the most advanced safety devices such as ABS(Anti-lock Brake System), ESP(Electronic Stability Program), ECS(Electronic Controlled Suspension System), EPS(Electric Power Steering). Mando, headquartered in Seoul, Korea, has 3 plants at different location in Korea. The company also has operations in China, U.S.A, Turkey, India, Malaysia, Brasil, Poland and Germany.

Branches eligible to participate:
- BTech & M.Tech (All stream),
- B.Sc & MBA

Date: 21 May 2018
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs.3.5 lac p.a.
Meyer Corporation and its affiliates develop, manufacture, and distribute high quality kitchenware. Formed in 1951, Meyer has grown rapidly to become the world leader in kitchen innovation & cookware manufacturing. Our manufacturing spread across the globe creates over 100 cookware lines that are distributed in over 40 countries. Our flagship cookware brands Circulon® and Anolon® lead the gourmet kitchenware category in many of the world’s largest consumer markets. We market and distribute a number of other brands as well, including Ruffoni®, SilverStone®, and BonJour® and sell a number of prominent licensed brands, including Farberware®, Rachael RayTM, Paula Deen®, and Cake BossTM.

Meyer India is seeking positive and dedicated people to join us. If you are looking for a dynamic work environment full of opportunities for professional development and individual growth, then Meyer India is the place for you. Our company vision statement embraces our ongoing goal to be a leader in employee satisfaction. We do this by respecting each individual, striving to make work fun, providing outstanding employment benefits, and offering room for you to grow as a person and as a professional.

Company Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sSqWrMus6Rw

Branches eligible to participate: BTech – CSE; BBA/ MBA - Marketing

Date: 13 February 2018
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs. 3 lac p.a.
UnitedHealth Group Inc. is an American managed health care company based in Minnetonka, Minnesota. It is 6th in the United States on the Fortune 500. UnitedHealth Group offers products and services through two operating businesses, UnitedHealthcare and Optum, both subsidiaries of UnitedHealth Group. Optum is a healthcare service arm of UnitedHealth Group and the largest healthcare IT company in the world by revenue ($84 billion in 2016). Together, Optum and UnitedHealthcare serve approximately 115 million individuals in 2016. In 2016, the company reported an operating income of $13 billion.

Optum includes three divisions:

• OptumInsight - Health Data Analytic, Payment Integrity, Life Science, Risk Quality & Network Solutions, Medical Billing
• OptumRx - Pharmacy Benefit Manager (now includes all UnitedHealthcare membership) and Catamaran acquisition
• OptumHealth - Healthcare delivery services and support including Consumer Solution Group and OptumCare (Behavioral Health and Substance Abuse, Dental, Vision, Transplant Management, and other ancillary services)

In addition, there are two shared service functions under Optum: Optum Technology and Optum Operations.

Branches eligible to participate:
- BTech – CSE, ECE, EEE & ME
- B.Sc (Eco)
- M.Sc Mathematics

Date: 14 September 2017
No. of students selected: 8
Package offered: Rs. 6.5 lac p.a.
Pink City Expressway Pvt. Ltd. (PCEPL) is a Special Purpose Vehicle Company incorporated by M/s KMC Constructions Ltd. (KMC), M/s Emirates Trading Agency LLC (ETA) and M/s IKSHU Infrastructure Private Limited. The main purpose of this venture is to “Undertake, promote, develop, finance, design, establish, engineer, procure, erect, construct, equip, operate, maintain, repair and upgrade the existing four-Lane Highway into Six Lane Highway. This highway will cover the following section: Gurgaon – Kotputli - Jaipur section of NH-8 from KM 42.70 to KM 273 in the state of Haryana / Rajasthan to be executed on BOT basis on Design, Build, Finance and Operate pattern under NHDP Phase-V and its ancillary facilities including Toll Plazas, connecting roads, buildings, commercial premises, hoardings, electric fittings, drains, waterways, water-pipes, telephone lines (the Project) and to change and collect tolls, fees, cess, rents from the users of the Project”.

Branches eligible to participate: BTech – CSE & Civil

Date: 9 March 2018
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs. 3 lac p.a.
Recruit Group helps people move forward, overcoming all kinds of negative emotions such as dissatisfaction, frustration, inconvenience, and concern. We do this by creating employment and boosting consumption through information magazines, websites, counter services and more.

RGF Professional Recruitment (RGF Select) is a wholly owned subsidiary of RECRUIT Holdings (www.recruit-rgf.com) headquartered in Japan. We are Asia's largest recruiting and information services business with annual revenues in the excess of US$16 billion. RGF has a foothold in 7 cities in India with a strong network of 160 industry specialists (consultants).

Branches eligible to participate: BTech – CSE, ECE, EEE, ME & Civil
Date: 19 March 2018
No. of students selected: 2
Package offered: Rs. 3 lac p.a.
At Rivigo, data meets logistics and magic follows. They are transforming the antiquated logistics industry and bringing it into 21st century with process automation, driver analytics and data science. Rivigo is envisioning the truck as IoT platform with intelligent sensors that constantly interact with a real-time responsive logistics network. They use IoT to assist in integration of communications, control and information processing across logistics networks that focus on all the elements including the vehicle, infrastructure and the driver. These are exciting days for them and they have some received some good coverage on their business model and the impact that they are making.

Branches eligible to participate: BTech – CSE, BBA & B.Com(H)
Date: 22 March 2018
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs.3 lac p.a.
Sagacious IP is a global player offering Comprehensive IP solutions, through a robust team of techno-legal experts, using state-of-the-art tools to deliver cost-optimized, risk-mitigated results to Corporates, Institutions and leading Patent Law firms. Sagacious IP provides optimized IP research solutions conducted by experienced & trained techno-legal team that consists of scientists, engineers & patent agents. Sagacious IP helps law firms, corporates, inventors, researchers, inventors & entrepreneurs take significant & informed Intellectual Property related decisions through intelligent IP research solutions. We work with global firms in domains like Biotech, Pharma, Mechanical, Electronics, Telecom to consult them on their technical research relating to Intellectual Property, primarily, Patents.

Branches eligible to participate:
- B.Tech / M.Tech - CSE,
- ECE, EEE & ME

Date: 11 November 2017
No. of students selected: 7
Package offered: Rs. 3.6 lac p.a.
Sapient was founded on November 6, 1990. The two founders, Jerry Greenberg and Stuart Moore, met at Cambridge Technology Partners, an IT services company located in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The co-founders recognized the need for a different type of mindset in the IT consulting world. Sapient chose to use a fixed-term, fixed-price model for pricing projects, rather than charging on a time and materials basis. In addition, Greenberg and Moore relied on their own resources instead of venture capital to fund the company's operations. This allowed them to keep control of the organization and set long-term strategic goals. During this period, Sapient was also an early adopter of internet-based technology, and internet-based work grew to over 70% of total revenue by 1999. Both client satisfaction and the pioneering use of the internet led to rapid growth in the period from 1992 to 2000, with revenue growing from $950,000 in 1992 to $503 million in 2000.

Sapient is a marketing and consulting company that provides business, marketing, and technology services to clients. The company operates three divisions, SapientRazorfish, Sapient Global Markets and Sapient Government Services. On February 5, 2015, Sapient became a fully owned division of French advertising giant Publicis, in a deal valued at $3.7bn (£2.3bn). On November 17, 2016, SapientNitro was merged with sister agency Razorfish to form SapientRazorfish, which will be co-led by former SapientNitro CEO Alan Wexler and Sapient Consulting CEO Chip Register.
SeaFaradays, a first of its kind startup company, has been setup to harness the Offshore Renewable Energy and place India amongst the very few countries to take lead in Ocean Energy. In our endeavor to “Make in India” we are collaborating with foreign OEMs to bring the best technologies in Offshore Renewables under technology transfer and boost the local content and eventually setup India as base for manufacturing and supplying across the globe.

We at SeaFaradays aim to be responsible contributors towards bringing the abundant unharnessed offshore energy to the shores and help India achieve its Renewable Targets which can only be met by an optimum mix of Renewable energies. There is an imminent need to move beyond the convention – Solar & Wind, and take steps to harness the abundant and reliable – Ocean energy having the potential to cater to the current and future power needs of the entire country. India boasts of a coastline of over 7500 Km and in a populous country like ours land is a scarcity and considering the desired agricultural produce, ever growing industrialization and Urbanization, land will become even scarcer as India accelerates and continues to grow.

SeaFaradays, having necessary technical know-how and logistics capability to provide various services in Offshore Industry, a Company setup with the intent of meeting the growing Energy needs of the world and are desirous of / power projects in India and similar opportunities elsewhere. With Promoters being pioneers of offshore industry in India, jointly have over 100 years of vast experience in Extensive Construction, Project Management and EPC experience in areas including but not limited to Offshore Oil & Gas, Energy, Port and Marine infrastructure projects in India and elsewhere. With Promoters ability to optimize installation costs, achieve efficiency and deliver the works safely, SeaFaradays shall foray into all spheres of offshore renewable energy business namely but not limited to Wind, Tidal, Hydro, Wave and Hybrid.

Branches eligible to participate:  
B Tech – Mechanical 

Date: 23 March 2018  
No. of students selected: 1  
Package offered: Rs. 3.5 lac p.a.
Square Root Is One Of The Top Minimal Invasive With No Scarring Hair Trasnplant & Skin Problems Solution Clinic In India With The Objective OfTreating Complete Spectrum Of Hair Fall, Hair Transplantation, Solutions For Various Skin Problems & Laser Treatments Under One Roof Where We Use The Latest State Of Art Technology & Equipments To Make Each Treatment And Procedure Safe And Hassle Free For Our Customers. Square Root Is An Initiative By Dr. Jyotirmay Bharti Who Has Been Trained From One Of The Most Prestigious Medical Institution In India. We Have Strong Team Of Medically-Trained Consultants, OT Technicians, Laser Operators And Other Supporting Staff Members Who Are Always Ready To Deliver The Highest Level of Services To Our Esteemed Customers.

Branches eligible to participate: B.Tech & MBA all stream

Date: 31 January 2018
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs. 3.5 lac p.a.
Incorporated in 2014, Steeple Research started with the objective of providing innovative and sustainable strategic sourcing and Business research solutions to its clients. With the management team having a collective experience of more than 20 years in business research and procurement research (direct & indirect).

Branches eligible to participate: B.Tech & MBA all stream
Date: 24 March 2018
No. of students selected: 2
Package offered: Rs. 4 lac p.a.
"Think Future Technologies Pvt. Ltd. is a leading provider of outsourcing software development, QA & Testing and related services. Based in India and serving clients worldwide, Think Future Technologies delivers a wide variety of comprehensive end-to-end services that combine power, functionality, and reliability with flexibility, agility, and usability. Our broad portfolio of service offerings includes software development as well as quality assurance, implementation, deployment, maintenance, and documentation support. Through the efficient execution of these services, we can create robust, cutting-edge custom technology applications that most effectively address the unique business needs of our customers. At Think Future Technologies, we strive to achieve 100% customer satisfaction, and pride ourselves on our ability to produce solutions of unparalleled depth and quality."

Branches eligible to participate:
B.Tech & M.Tech CSE

Date: 10 January 2018
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs. 3.6 lac p.a.
TNT Motorcycles is a motorcycle and automobile customization firm based at New Delhi, India. We also fabricate specialized performance parts and accessories for both commuters and bike builders as well. All team members are Automobile and Mechanical Engineers and motorcycle enthusiasts. The forever dream of owning a custom motorcycle, led us to test the waters. With a collective experience of 17 years in design, manufacturing and development in major OEMs, we started building a Zero Chop with IBW 2014 as deadline. As a result “Shunya” was conceived with 90% in-house machining and fabrication. The crowd’s reaction at the event was over-whelming and the build was appreciated for its low slung chopper styling. The positive response at the event led us to quit our 9 to 5 corporate jobs and be a professional builder. IBW 2014 concluded in January and TNT Motorcycles started operations from March 2014.

Branches eligible to participate:
BTech – Mechanical

Date: 15 February 2018
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs. 3 lac p.a.
Universal Technical Systems, Inc. (UTS) is a software products and custom software development company. It is a privately held Illinois corporation, established in 1984 and headquartered in Loves Park, Illinois. UTS is part of a family of companies, including Universal Technical Systems (Europe), Ltd, and Universal Technical Systems (India) Private Limited. UTS Europe, which is based in the UK, was established in 1996 to offer UTS software products, services, and technical support to customers within the European community. UTS Europe quickly established itself to aid and assist its large and constantly expanding customer base. UTS India markets to customers within India and provides services such as software development and custom graphics to UTS.

The initial products offered by UTS consisted of an expert system software suite for computer-assisted gear design and manufacturing. UTS has been a leading provider of gear software and related services ever since. The company’s scope of operation broadened substantially with the purchase of the TK Solver product line from Lotus Development Corporation at the end of 1985. TK Solver was originally developed and marketed by Software Arts, Inc., the legendary inventors of VisiCalc, the first ever electronic spreadsheet. Lotus had acquired TK Solver when it took over selected Software Arts assets in 1985.

UTS quickly became the leading supplier of high-productivity problem-solving software solutions to engineers, scientists, financial analysts and other professionals in quantitative fields. The combination of the unique features of TK Solver and the advancements in PC hardware and system software keeps extending the company’s technical and business opportunities at a fast pace. TK users, old hands and novices, find the current TK Solver for Windows (Release 5.0) to be a mathematical modeling and knowledge management system of unprecedented power and ease of use.

UTS responds to new challenges by strengthening its TK application development and consulting services. This includes special emphasis on integrating TK Solver with other software products and in the computerization of corporate design manuals and product selectors.

Some of the latest offerings from UTS include: web based applications development for enterprise wide use, product and sales configurators with built in applications, and engineering and eLearning course development to meet specific customer needs.

Branches eligible to participate:
B.Tech CSE, ECE & EEE
MBA

Date: 2 August 2017
No. of students selected: 4
Package offered: Rs. 4.5 lac p.a.
A young global smartphone brand focusing on introducing perfect sound quality and ultimate photography with cutting-edge technology, Vivo develops dynamic and stylish products for passionate young people. It develops and manufactures smartphones, smartphone accessories, software, and online services. Founded in 2009, Vivo has quickly expanded into markets in India and South East Asia.

At Vivo we are dedicated to the pursuit of perfection and continuously creating surprises for users through constant innovation. Pioneering the use of Hi-Fi audio chips in smartphones, Vivo created the very first smartphone with a dedicated Hi-Fi chip, the X1. Since then Vivo has remained committed to providing the very best possible audio experience to customers.

Our product’s camera also represents one of our most important competitive advantages. Photography is a way for people to express themselves and share joy with others. Through our smartphones, we offer users a professional-grade photography solution, taking mobile photography to the level of an art form, witnessing and recording all of life's beautiful moments.

Branches eligible to participate: B.Tech & MBA all stream

Date: 23 May 2018
No. of students selected: 3
Package offered: Rs. 3 lac p.a.
Yatra.com is an Indian online travel agency and a travel search engine based in Gurgaon, Haryana, founded by Dhruv Shringi, Manish Amin and Sabina Chopra in August 2006. In April 2012, it was the second largest online travel website in India, with 30 per cent share of the ₹370 billion (US$5.7 billion) market for all online travel-related transactions. It also launched a “holiday-cum-shopping card” with State Bank of India (SBI), India’s largest bank. Yatra.com publicly listed on the NASDAQ under the ticker symbol YTRA in December 2016.

Acquisition

Yatra.com has made three acquisitions to date — ticket consolidator Travel Services International (TSI) in October 2010, global distribution system (GDS) provider MagicRooms.in, and Indian events and entertainment portal BuzzInTown.com — all for undisclosed amounts. In July 2012, Yatra.com acquired a 100% stake in Travelguru.com.

• Brands
  • Yatra
  • TravelGuru
  • TSI
  • Adventure Nation
  • Yatra Exotic Routes
As an industry-focused managed services company, Xceedance partners with insurers, reinsurers, brokers and MGAs/MGUs worldwide. Clients rely on us to launch new products, drive operations, implement cutting-edge technology, and deliver advanced analytics capabilities and process optimization. With clients on four continents, our ever-growing workforce is knowledgeable and responsive, serving a wide range of insurance providers in distinctive business ecosystems. By leveraging our deep technical knowledge and extensive understanding of insurance processes, our clients gain significant enhancements to their direct distribution platforms, rating and pricing, and policy and claims management workflows. With unique solutions and services from Xceedance, insurers can effectively evaluate risk, understand customer behaviors and improve policyholder experiences.

For more details log on https://xceedance.com

Branches eligible to participate:
BTech – CSE, ECE & ME

Date: 27 October 2017
No. of students selected: 5
Package offered: Rs. 3.5 lac p.a.

Zensar Technologies is an information technology services and infrastructure services provider with headquarters in Pune, India. Zensar has operations and a customer base spanning across 29 global locations. On 16 August 2001 Zensar Technologies Limited merged with Fujitsu ICIM Limited to form the new company, Zensar Technologies Limited. On 31 December 2010 Zensar Technologies acquired US-based infrastructure management company PSI Holding, which operates under the name Akibia. In Aug 2014, Zensar Technologies acquired US-based e-commerce firm Professional Access, an Oracle platinum partner with presence in the US, the UK, Latin America, West Asia and Africa.

Branches eligible to participate:
B Tech – CSE

Date: 25 October 2017
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs. 5 lac p.a.
Aesop Web Technologies

Aesop is working on building a Shopify competitor for the world. We’re on a mission to change how e-commerce products are developed on the internet today. The product intends to bring a 10X improvement to how e-commerce works on the internet today. Aesop is a part of Big Drop Technologies and is an end-to-end software development company, with expertise in web development, mobile app development and digital marketing. Big Drop is one of the first companies in the nation to introduce development services in modern frameworks such as Django, Flask, Node, Angular, React, Meteor and others. Over the last year, the company has worked with clients in over 20 industrial domains.

Please visit for more details: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BxOrMz8zMD-fUld5VU01MDA1VFU/view

Branches eligible to participate: BTech – CSE
Date: 22 February 2018
No. of students selected: 2
Package offered: Rs. 3.6 lac p.a.

Online Tyari

OnlineTyari (OT) is India’s largest multi-lingual platform for test preparation founded by IIT Kanpur and IIM Ahmedabad alumni. We are backed by marquee investors like Michael & Susan Dell Foundation, Contrarian Fund, Mohandas Pai, Tracxn Labs, 500Startups, etc. The founders are serial entrepreneurs and ex-investors and also have significant experience with companies like Microsoft, Nexus Ventures and Kotak Private Equity.

OnlineTyari is first of its kind online marketplace for exam preparation for SSC, IAS, IBPS and many other competitive exams. We have become the preferred destination for both content providers and students.

Within one year of inception, we are already the biggest education app in India by a huge margin. With 4 million+ app downloads and 4 lakh+ people using our platform every single day, our app usage is increasing exponentially month on month. More than 750 million questions have been attempted by students on the OT platform. OnlineTyari is poised for a massive growth as mobile internet revolution is providing a gateway to millions of Indians to fulfill their aspirations.

With a strong management team of IIT and IIM alumni and backing of marquee investors, we are scaling new heights every day and disrupting the traditional education sector with smart technologies.

Branches eligible to participate: BTech – CSE & MBA
Date: 29 January 2018
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs. 3.6 lac p.a.
Appster has an unconventional journey of evolution towards excellence. In 2011, Mark and Josiah, co-founded Appster with $3000. Since, then Appster has evolved into world’s leading Accelerated Execution Partner® for Technology Entrepreneurs and Disruptive Enterprise. We help de-risk product validation at every stage of the software development lifecycle.

Appster now has over 350 employees across 3 continents and plans to hit $100m in revenue by 2020.

We are scrappy, hard-working perfectionists who are obsessed with Building A Development Hub For The Greatest Ideas And Innovations In the World! For enterprises, we help solve the innovator’s dilemma problem by offering ready-to-scale product development teams, that are able to drive innovation into any firm facing potential market disruptors.

The success stories of Appster has been growing since inception.
In November 2013, the company made it to the prestigious StarupSmart’s, “Future Makers” list.
By March 2014, Appster’s co-founders were ranked 13 amongst the Startup Daily’s Top 50 Australian Male Entrepreneurs under 40.
Also ranked 27 amongst BRW’s 50 most Innovative Companies list.
The co-founders won Ernst & Young’s Southern Region Entrepreneur of the year award in Technology category.
We are recognized as a market-leader by the leading publications in the world such as, Forbes, Fast Company, Business Insider, the New York Times , debuted on BRW’s Young Rich List- a position that we fight to defend everyday!
We have an awesome - work hard, play hard, do right by everyone culture! Our culture is build around 4 core values.

Founders: Mark Mcdonald , Josiah Humprey
Industry : IT services
Total Number of Employees : 369
Sales office in Australia : Melbourne
Headquarters in USA: San Fransisco
Developmental Hub in India : Gurgaon

Branches eligible to participate : BTech – CSE & MBA
Date: 23 December 2017
No. of students selected : 4
Package offered : Rs. 3.5 lac p.a.
Windchimes Constructions is a well established 15 year old full-service construction and property development company based in Vasant Vihar, New Delhi specializing in high-end residential houses, house extensions and construction of new build properties. Today in reality they are associated with quality, luxury, style, modernity, design, technology and convenience. They are acclaimed to be one of the most efficient leading service provider in the construction industry. Quality is their passion and reason to be the leader in boutique housing. Windchimes Constructions is an honest business. They are dedicated for providing optimum quality workmanship on every single job that they undertake.

Vision: We aim at delivering world class boutique residential projects by the right balance of fresh design, latest technology & luxury finishes, we believe in delivering astonishing solution to our client by taking our capabilities to a higher level every time we work.

Mission: Our mission is to build a world-class real estate development company specializing in Boutique residential housing, we believes in integrity and quality resources helps us raising our standards, We will continue to strive to maintain our high principles of work ethics; professionalism, and customer care service.

Cultural Values: Throughout our operations, we share this common culture, comprised of six universal values: Integrity, Pride, Quality, Determination, Commitment and Passion. These values inspire the way we serve our customers, who rely & trust on us for executing their contractual works at time bound period with great amount of commitment & efficiency.

“Alight Solutions (Formerly Aon) is the leading provider of benefits administration and cloud-based HR and financial solutions, they enhance work and life through their service, technology and data. Their 22,000 colleagues across 14 global centers deliver an unrivaled consumer experience for their clients and their people. They are Alight. Reimagining how people and organizations thrive.”

Branches eligible to participate:
Btech – CSE & ECE

Date: 29 May 2018
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs. 3.25 lac p.a.
Orangewood Labs is a design-led tech startup that creates customized furniture using robotics in a zero inventory, on-demand model with distributed manufacturing. We are part of Y Combinator’s Winter 2018 startup batch, and are based out of the San Francisco Bay Area and Noida, India. We are a robotics company on a mission to disrupt the furniture manufacturing industry, through automation and good design.

Branches eligible to participate:
- BTech – CSE, ME, ECE & EEE
- M.TECH CSE, ECE, ME & VLSI

Date: 30 April 2018
No. of students selected: 3
Package offered: Rs. 4 lac p.a.
Asahi India Glass Ltd. (AIS) is India’s leading integrated glass solutions company and a dominant player both in the automotive glass and architectural glass segments. It commands over 70% share in the Indian automotive glass market. Established in 1984, AIS’ footprint today spans the entire spectrum of the automotive and architectural glass value chains. AIS provides end to end solutions right from manufacturing of glass, processing, fabrication and installation services. It is a sand-to-solutions organization offering varied types of glass products & services for institutional buyers as well as retail customers, including:

- **Automotive glass products**: The various types of glass range from laminated windshields, tempered glass for sidelite and backlite along with value-added glass.
- **Architectural glass products**: Annealed glass range includes clear glass & tinted glass and a range of value added solar control & heat-reflective glass, mirrors, frosted & lacquered glass types.
- **Windshield Experts**: Windshield Experts is India’s first and largest car windscreen repair & replacement network in India with presence across 32 cities and 56 conveniently located service centers. It is the preferred destination for discerning customers who want their car windscreen replaced or repaired.
- **Glasxperts**: AIS Glasxperts – a full service offering from AIS, one of the leading glass manufacturers in India- brings together an integrated approach and specialised knowledge to glass consultancy, product selection and installation to transform living spaces and commercial spaces. AIS is India’s only provider of lifestyle solutions in glass architecture, whose offerings span across Privacy, Aesthetic, Window, Security, Acoustic and Energy-efficiency solutions.
- **4G Solutions**: A comprehensive bouquet of solutions that includes consultation services, glass selection & processing, and glass integration, installation and service
- **AIS VUE**: A range of High Performance uPVC door and window solutions that includes Silent VUE - Noise cancelling windows, Guard VUE - Burglar-resistant windows, EcoVUE - Energy saving windows, Safe VUE - Safety glass windows and Custom VUE - Customised benefit windows.
We are a leading end to end IT solutions provider, partners with IBM, Microsoft, RAMCO and others in package implementation for clients. We do extensive web development, mobile app development and also provide staffing services to clients in India and overseas.

Online24x7, a leading software development company, headquartered in Gurgaon, India has been making ripples in the web solutions market. The organization with its high quality software solutions is a unanimous choice of a large number of organizations across the globe seeking the best in the software solutions arena. We are certified by International standard organization with on 3 parameters- ISO9001 : 2008 (Quality), ISO27001: 2005 (Security) and ISO20000 : 2011 (Customer Satisfaction).

Software Development – HCM, CRM, Campus ERP, DMS among others, Digital Marketing, Social media optimization and providing innovative messaging platforms have been our forte. Interested parties would be glad to know that we have already deployed over 53000 users on Cloud and still counting! We are not the ones who like to rest on past laurels, as we continue to strive for achieving continuous excellence in our services. After all, we believe that innovation is one of the key components for achieving success. Some of our achievements in a short span of 7 years since our inception have been:

- Delivered more than 70 projects with numerous ERPs in different sectors.
- We are a proud Gold Certified partner in Cloud services.
- Delivered projects within stipulated time period while focusing on high customer satisfaction.
- Compliance with international standards and keeping security a top priority while delivering projects.

Branches eligible to participate:
- BTech – CSE
- MBA

Date: 29 January 2018
No. of students selected: 4
Package offered: Rs. 3 lac p.a.
Branches eligible to participate:
B Tech & MBA all stream

Date: 12 February 2018
No. of students selected: 4
Package offered: Rs. 3.5 lac p.a.
The Aanya is an abode for all the beauty enthusiasts, salons, spas, ayurvedic centers, brands, bloggers and wellness centers. We are here to answer all your queries and fulfill your needs related to beauty and wellness; be it locating a salon or spa, checking user ratings, trend alerts, seeking home remedies, organic alternatives or requesting personalized services. Got a beauty or wellness problem? Don’t worry; The Aanya is here for you.

Branches eligible to participate: BTech & MBA all stream
Date: 23 February 2018
No. of students selected: 2
Package offered: Rs. 3.2 lac p.a.

Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading global information technology, consulting and business process services company. We harness the power of cognitive computing, hyper-automation, robotics, cloud, analytics and emerging technologies to help our clients adapt to the digital world and make them successful. A company recognized globally for its comprehensive portfolio of services, strong commitment to sustainability and good corporate citizenship, we have over 160,000 dedicated employees serving clients across six continents. Together, we discover ideas and connect the dots to build a better and a bold new future.

Branches eligible to participate: BTech all stream
Date: 10 April 2018
No. of students selected: 1
Package offered: Rs. 3 lac p.a.
Plasser India manufactures the most up-to-date high performance machines for track maintenance, which are highly sophisticated products. The machines for Indian Railways are tailor-made designs with special emphasis on applying the technology most appropriate for the local conditions. Production in India ensures a high indigenous content, using a large number of Indian suppliers. There is a story behind every organization. The story of Plasser India is one of the quality, innovation & trust. Starting delivery of first track maintenance machine to Indian railways in 1965 was the first step on our new beginning in India. They have been setting technological milestone, enabling higher working speeds, higher quality and economic advantages for their customers and the railways. For over 50 years, Plasser India has concentrated on the development, manufacture and export of track maintenance machines. They have become a part of the railway system and have made great contribution towards its safety, reliability and cost-efficiency. Their parent company Plasser & Theurer (Austria—Europe) is currently operating in over 100 countries and many of them for decades. Till day they have supplied to Indian railway more than 700 track maintenance machines.

Branches eligible to participate: BTech – ECE & ME
Date: 27 July 2018
No. of students selected: 3
Package offered: Rs. 3 lac p.a.